For Immediate Release

Beading Daily Debuts Free eBook of 6 Wire Jewelry Designs
eBook giveaway includes designs for two creative wire earrings, unisex wire
rings, a wire bracelet, and two stunning wire necklaces
Loveland, Colo., April 10, 2009: Beading Daily announced today the debut of a new free eBook,
Making Wire Jewelry: Six Free Wire Designs from Beading Daily—now available for download on
BeadingDaily.com.
Website: http://www.beadingdaily.com/Six-Free-Wire-Designs
Wire jewelry can look complicated, but the basics are as easy as twisting, bending, and wrapping.
This collection of six wireworking projects of all types is appropriate for jewelry artists at all skill
levels, whether one is just getting started or is already an experienced wire artist. Each
wireworking project comes with a color photo and step by step wire jewelry instructions.
Start with the classic wire rings, or perhaps a pair of dainty wire earrings. Need to start slow?
Practice the wire jewelry techniques of wrapped loops and jump rings to make wire necklaces
following Danielle Fox's easy Cerulean Falls design.
In addition to six creative wire jewelry designs, jewelry artists also get step by step wire jewelry
instructions for each project, and two additional wire jewelry techniques!
This collection of six different wire jewelry designs is sure to inspire anyone who loves making
jewelry.
The eBook includes:
1. Wire Jewelry Project #1:
Cerulean Falls, design by Danielle Fox. Want to learn how to make wire necklaces? This
is the project to start with! Marked by a mixture of bluish gray stones cascading down a
piece of chain this wire necklace ends in a pretty flower pendant. And it's as simple as it
is stylish—just form six wrapped loops and open and close four jump rings—that's it! If
this is your first wire jewelry project, no need to worry. The accompanying wire necklace
instructions walk you through every step of the way.
2. Wire Jewelry Project #2:
In Full Bloom, design by Ricky Talmage. Warning—this is one of those wire necklaces
that will beg people to stop and stare! Aquamarine and pearl pays tribute to summer's
lingering blooms. Creative wire jewelry has a certain way of lifting your spirits and
bringing summer warmth all year round. So what are you waiting for?
3. Wire Jewelry Project #3
Gypsy Wire Bangle, design by Janice Berkebile. This wire bracelet was made using a
figure-eight technique borrowed from coiled-wire basketry and applied to large-gauge
wire. The base wire is wrapped with coils of fine silver wire and loops are formed along

the way from which a multitude of pearls and crystals dangle for movement and sparkle.
So beautiful, you'll be making wire bracelets for everyone in your life.
4. Wire Jewelry Project #4
Dancing Spirals, design by Heather Trundle. Simple triple spirals give a dainty touch to
your ears. These down-to-earth wire earrings have a wonderful surprise...they dance! As
you stand still, the earrings line up in a stack of spirals. When you move, the spirals
dance around! Simple to create and best of all-the longest piece of wire you'll use is only
2". If you've been wanting to learn how to make wire earrings, just grab some of that
scrap wire that is lying around your beading table and get started.
5. Wire Jewelry Project #5
Freeform Wire Earrings, design by Leeza Khoury. Two versions of beautiful framed wire
earrings with stones and crystals. Leeza designed these wire earrings while working at
Turquoise-StringBeads in Fall River, Mass. The owner of the store, Nancy Valentine, had
some gorgeous semi-precious beads and asked Leeza to use them to create funky
freeform wire earrings. These are hot sellers at their store and will be a popular addition
to your wire jewelry collection!
6. Wire Jewelry Project #6
Ring-a-Ding Rings, design by Martha Umberger
Have you been wondering how to make wire rings? In the Step by Step Wire Jewelry
Spring 2008 issue, you learned how to make the Ring-a-Ding swirly wire ring. Now you
learn how to make the basic plain wire ring—stunning without the extra embellishments.
This project assumes some prior knowledge of basic wire jewelry techniques.
The eBook is available exclusively on BeadingDaily.com
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About Interweave
Interweave, a unit of Aspire Media, is one of the nation’s largest and most respected arts and
craft media companies, with businesses in magazine and book publishing, online media,
television and video programming, directories, and events. The Interweave Publishing Group
features 18 subscription magazines and many more special interest newsstand publications sold
on newsstands nationwide. Interweave has more than 250 books in print and annually publishes
about 40 how-to books on the same subjects as the company’s magazines. Linda Ligon founded
the company in the 1970s when she began publishing Handwoven and Spin-Off magazines.
Since then, the company has grown to employ more than 100 people throughout the country, with
corporate headquarters located in Loveland, Colorado, and other offices in New York, New York;
Malvern, Pennsylvania; Santa Fe, New Mexico; San Diego, California; and Stow, Massachusetts.
For more information on Interweave, visit www.interweave.com or call (970) 669-7672.
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